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IAATO
Strategic Plan
Guiding the work of Secretariat, Committees
and Working Groups.

The International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO) is a member
organization founded in 1991 to advocate, promote and practice safe and
environmentally responsible private-sector travel to the Antarctic
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Introduction
During the past year, the secretariat has been working with the Executive
Committee and the Strategic Advisory Group to develop a five-year strategic
plan focused on the impact of the unprecedented growth of tourism in
Antarctica.
This plan outlined IAATO’s vision for the future and identified three
objectives that would allow us to realize our vision, with supporting goals
and targets. The COVID-19 pandemic, however, has forced us to pause and
reconsider our plans for the upcoming year.
Therefore, the following is a twelve-month strategy designed to guide the
secretariat, committees and working groups forward during this time. This
differs from the 2013-2018 and the initially drafted 2020-2025 plans in that
the targets are more limited and specific due to the short-term focus.
The 2013-2018 strategic plan was built around three outcomes. Those
outcomes were recognized as being important mainstays for the drafted
2020-2025 plan and will therefore continue to be leverage for our 12-month
plan. They are:

1.
2.
3.

IAATO.ORG

A strong institutional structure that serves as the
basis of an efficient and effective Association
Robust and pragmatic safety and environmental
standards that support the long-term viability of
responsible Antarctic tourism
The trust and respect of the wider Antarctic and
sub-Antarctic community
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The Goals and Tactics supporting these Mainstays have two primary focuses,
strengthening and positioning IAATO for the future while providing more
transparency to members and polar stakeholders.
Recent years have seen tremendous growth in visitor activity in Antarctica.
IAATO began planning for this growth in 2015, and at our annual meeting
in Cape Town last year, recognizing that the secretariat was woefully
understaffed for the tasks it had been assigned, members voted to
increase staffing and to reorganize the secretariat. Progress was made
over the summer in implementing this plan. But a great deal of essential
work remains to be done, in spite of the current pandemic-related pause
in business. If IAATO does not persist in moving forward with initiatives to
create robust policies and procedures around all of our activities, we will
not be able to move beyond the reactive mode of “putting out fires” and
responding to problems as they arise and will be unprepared for the future
industry as it emerges from COVID-19 pandemic.
This plan assumes that the 20/21 season will have significantly less operator
activity than the 19/20 season, and we have set our goals accordingly. As
the season unfolds, we will need to reassess our goals as we discover how
accurate our assumptions have been.

IAATO.ORG
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IAATO’s Organizational
Principles
The Organizational Principles set out below are derived from and
complement IAATO’s Objectives as outlined in Article II of our Bylaws.

IAATO’s Vision - our hope for the future
Through self-management, Antarctic tourism is a sustainable, safe activity
that causes no more than a minor or transitory impact on the environment
and creates a corps of ambassadors who support the continued protection of
Antarctica.

IAATO’s Mission Statement - what we do
The International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO) is
a member organization founded in 1991 to advocate and promote the
practice of safe and environmentally responsible private-sector travel
to the Antarctic.

IAATO’s Values - the key principles that
guide us
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IAATO values fair and balanced representation of all members
IAATO values the unique wilderness environment of Antarctica
IAATO values policies and processes that are open and transparent
IAATO values sharing best practice
IAATO values sound corporate governance and accountability
IAATO strives to represent the Association’s best interests in its
interaction with external stakeholders
IAATO values education and the creation of ambassadors for the
continued protection of Antarctica

IAATO.ORG
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Realizing IAATO’s Vision
IAATO focuses on three Mainstays that are the essential prerequisites for
realizing our Vision:

1.
2.
3.

A strong institutional structure that serves as the
basis of an efficient and effective Association
Robust and pragmatic safety and environmental
standards that support the long-term viability of
responsible Antarctic tourism
The trust and respect of the wider Antarctic and
sub-Antarctic community

These Mainstays are, in turn, supported by a series of Goals, each with its own
Tactics to be achieved.

IAATO.ORG
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Mainstay 1
A strong institutional structure that drives
an efficient and effective Association

IAATO.ORG
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Goal 1: Principles of sound governance and fiscal responsibility are firmly
embedded in the institutional structure

Tactics:
• Maintain a budget during fiscal year ending June 30, 2021 that allows for a
reserve of six months minimal operating expenses as of June 30, 2021.
• Receive payment from members of 20/21 annual dues and remaining 19/20
fees prior to operator’s commencement of 20/21 Antarctic season.
• Develop key policy and procedures manuals by the secretariat to protect and
fortify the infrastructure and operations
• Maintain appropriate staff levels to accomplish day-to-day responsibilities of
the secretariat (see page 17 for an overview)

Goal 2: The institutional structure reflects and incorporates the interests
of all members, and is adaptable as needed to align with changing
circumstances

Tactics:
• Active participation by committee and working group members during the year
through virtual meetings
• Provide quarterly updates to members regarding committee activities from the
Executive Committee and selected committee chairs (rotational)
• Request feedback from the members throughout the year on various activities
of the Executive Committee and the secretariat
• Communicate the financial position of the association to the membership,
quarterly, along with updates to meeting the strategic plan

IAATO.ORG
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Goal 3: A system of accountability and compliance supports the goals and
policies of the organization

Tactics:
• Assess the current Care & Concern program and develop stronger
infrastructure and awareness among members, field staff and the wider
Antarctic community for the program
• Report proactively to the secretariat from the members of incidents or
accidents that damage, or may damage, the reputation of the Association or
Antarctic tourism
• Strengthen the mechanism for compliance and dispute resolution, making it
more efficient and effective

Goal 4: The work of the members and Secretariat is supported by robust
technology and communications systems

Tactics:
• Implement Phase 2 of the new IAATO website and continue to maintain and
refresh the data during the year
• Complete Phase 1 of the IAATO Database Rebuild
• Strengthen existing Database sections for stronger Member support
• Complete development of department specific database
• Develop resource library on IAATO.org for Members
• Archive electronically paper only data from PVRs to strengthen IAATO dataset

IAATO.ORG
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Mainstay 2
Sound safety and environmental
standards that support the long-term
viability of Antarctic tourism
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Goal 1: IAATO standards are practical, justifiable, and at the forefront of
visitor best practices

Tactics:
• Create IAATO-specific COVID-19 policies and procedures for the 2020/21
season, leveraging the output from CLIA/AECO/CDC.
• Enhance existing and develop new materials to help strengthen and
support current and future Antarctic operations; includes reviewing
existing guidelines and procedures and assessing what needs to
be enhanced, leveraging operator experiences
• Build Deep Field Section of the FOM
• Deliver the Systematic Conservation Plan and assess how it can be integrated
into future management

Goal 2: Guidelines and requirements, whether promulgated by IAATO
or by external authorities, are based on the best available information

Tactics:
• Work proactively with the scientific and Antarctic community to understand
concerns, risks and mitigation that may need to be taken related to COVID-19.

Goal 3: IAATO guidelines and operational requirements conform to
the latest regulations and best practices as defined by recognized
international agencies and organizations

Tactics:
• Engage with Antarctic Treaty Parties, gateway governments and other
stakeholders to understand and communicate and where applicable
collaborate on the evolving situation

IAATO.ORG
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Goal 4: IAATO’s monitoring of compliance with policies, procedures
and guidelines is trusted, internally and externally

Tactics:
• Evolve IAATO’s Observer Program based upon feedback from 19/20
season and implement for the future

Goal 5: IAATO supports operational competence

Tactics:
• Maintain a comprehensive online assessment system, updating it as required
• Develop educational resources for field staff

Goal 6: Growth in the diversity of activities in Antarctica is in line with
IAATO’s principles

Tactics:
• Identify and develop safe and environmentally responsible guidelines for
emerging activities

IAATO.ORG
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Mainstay 3
The trust and respect of the wider
Antarctic community
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Goal 1: IAATO maintains transparent and reputable relationships with key
external stakeholders.

Tactics:
• Cultivate external stakeholder relationships and monitor perspectives on
human activity to ensure awareness of concerns and to respond as appropriate,
through engagement
• Work closely with organizations active in conservation and environmental
protection in Antarctica and the sub-Antarctic wherever shared values and
goals can be the basis of collaboration
• Anticipate emerging concerns and, where appropriate, take the lead in
proposing solutions

Goal 2: IAATO is a voice of authority on effective Antarctic visitor
management and is included in all relevant discussions.

Tactics:
• Maintain engagement and collaborate with the ATCM, Competent Authorities,
National Programs and other external stakeholders as they continue their own
work in the upcoming year.
• Identify opportunities for the Competent Authorities to engage with the
operators and secretariat

Goal 3: IAATO supports Antarctic science and establishes its critical role
in the design of regulation of human activity

Tactics:
• Develop and implement IAATO environmental strategy
• Promote Systematic Conservation Plan as a collaborative tool to achieve
effective peninsula site management
• Collaborate with high-quality scientific groups on research related to IAATO’s
mission and provide support
• Continue and enhance support for citizen science and crowd-sourcing of data
collection

IAATO.ORG
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Goal 4: IAATO actively strives to provide an honest and positive
representation of itself in the media and in direct communication with
the general public

Tactics:
• Integrate communication strategy with the twelve-month strategic
plan and implement
• Create a forum with member communication teams to share IAATO
created collateral and perspectives on media that may lead to the
questioning of our collective commitment to safe and environmentally
responsible travel to Antarctica
• Engage with the members and the public on social media regarding
certain events that support the work of IAATO and Antarctica
(i.e. Discovery 200 & IAATO 30)

Goal 5: An Antarctic Ambassadors program that creates effective
advocates for conservation and preservation of Antarctica

Tactics:
• Develop an Ambassadors program across all appropriate channels and develop
a credible means to measure its effectiveness
• Develop Antarctic Ambassadors presence on the new IAATO website
• Identify tools and resources required by members to integrate a successful
Antarctic Ambassadors program into their activities.

IAATO.ORG
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Accountability Matrix

IAATO.ORG
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The secretariat is comprised of four Teams: Communications, Operations,
Governance & Finance and Environment & Science (COGE). While each has its own
focus, each team relies upon the others to work effectively. Shared responsibilities
by these teams include reviewing collateral and responding to ad hoc requests
from the Members and Committees. Below is an overview of the responsibilities of
each team.
Communications
• Engage with the public on social media to continue to promote the work of
IAATO
• Monitor social and press media for content that impacts IAATO’s brand and
Antarctic tourism and respond when appropriate
• Provide support to members related to messaging and branding needs
• Respond to media requests
• Manage website and social media content
• Create COVID -19 specific speaking points/ briefing notes/ IAATO actions taken

Operations
• Represent the secretariat on various IAATO committees and working groups and
facilitate activities
• Prepare information for outside stakeholders
• Represent IAATO at various stakeholder meetings
• Facilitate relationships with governments
• Develop guidelines and maintain the Field Operations Manual and resulting
assessment
• Manage and maintain the Databases
• Support Antarctic season activity through various channels including
Ship Scheduler, RCCs, government and field relationships and emergency
management

IAATO.ORG
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Governance & Finance
• Represent the secretariat on various IAATO committees and facilitate activities
• Represent IAATO to various administrative contacts
• Perform monthly and annual financial close and prepare budgetary reports
• Process billing for dues and fees
• Administer the IAATO Observer Scheme
• Execute the human resource function
• Process incoming membership applications and assessments
• Monitor association’s legal compliance with Antitrust and other applicable laws
• Review and optimize IAATO’s costs where possible

Environment & Science
• Represent the secretariat on various IAATO working groups and facilitate
activities
• Keep abreast of the latest research on the environmental health of Antarctica,
with special attention to studies that address the impact of human activity
• Lead IAATO’s involvement in the Systematic Conservation Planning
• Prepare information for outside stakeholders
• Represent IAATO at various stakeholder meetings
• Facilitate relationships with governmental and scientific stakeholders
• Collaborate with various science initiatives
• Review guidelines with a wildlife and biosecurity focus

IAATO.ORG
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Mainstay 1
A strong institutional structure that drives an efficient and effective Association
Goal 1: Principles of sound governance and fiscal responsibility are firmly embedded in the institutional structure
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Maintain a budget during fiscal year
ending June 30, 2021 that allows for a
reserve of six months minimal operating
expenses as of June 30, 2021.

COGE

Receive payment from members of 20/21
annual dues and remaining 19/20 fees
prior to operator’s commencement of
20/21 Antarctic season.

COGE

Develop key policy and procedures
manuals by the secretariat to protect and
fortify the infrastructure and operations

COGE

Executive – Finance
- Membership – Bylaws –
Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Maintain appropriate staff levels to
accomplish day to day responsibilities of
the secretariat

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

X

Goal 2: The institutional structure reflects and incorporates the interests
of all members, and is adaptable as needed to align with changing circumstances
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Active participation by committee and
working group members during the year
through virtual meetings

COGE

X

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws –
Field Operations – Marine
– Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Provide quarterly updates to members
regarding committee activities from
the Executive Committee and selected
committee chairs (rotational)

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws –
Field Operations – Marine
– Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Request feedback from the members
throughout the year on various activities
of the Executive Committee and the
secretariat

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws –
Field Operations – Marine
– Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Communicate the financial position of the
association to the membership, quarterly,
along with updates to meeting the
strategic plan

COGE

Executive – Finance
- Membership – Bylaws –
Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

IAATO.ORG
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Goal 3: A system of accountability and compliance supports the goals and policies of the organization
Secretariat
Assess the current Care & Concern
program and develop stronger
infrastructure and awareness among
members, field staff and the wider
Antarctic community for the program

COGE

Report proactively to the secretariat from
the members of incidents or accidents
that damage, or may damage, the
reputation of the Association or Antarctic
tourism

COGE

Strengthen the mechanism for
compliance and dispute resolution,
making it more efficient and effective

COGE

Members

X

Committees

Working groups

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws –
Field Operations – Marine
– Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Goal 4: The work of the members and Secretariat is supported by robust technology and communications systems
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Implement Phase 2 of the new IAATO
website and continue to maintain and
refresh the data during the year

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Complete Phase 1 of the IAATO Database
Rebuild

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Strengthen existing Database sections
for stronger Member support

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Complete development of department
specific database

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Develop resource library on IAATO.org for
Members

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Archive electronically paper only data
from PVRs to strengthen IAATO dataset

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

IAATO.ORG
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Mainstay 2
Sound safety and environmental standards that support the long-term
viability of Antarctic tourism
Goal 1: IAATO standards are practical, justifiable, and at the forefront of visitor best practices
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Create IAATO-specific COVID-19 policies
and procedures for the 2020/21 season ,
leveraging the output from CLIA/AECO/
CDC

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Enhance existing and develop new
materials to help strengthen and support
current and future Antarctic operations;
includes reviewing existing guidelines
and procedures and assessing what
needs to be enhanced, leveraging
operator experiences

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Build Deep Field Section of the FOM

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Deliver the Systematic Conservation Plan
and assess how it can be integrated into
future management

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing
for Growth – Deep Field & Air
Ops – Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Goal 2: Guidelines and requirements, whether promulgated by IAATO or
by external authorities, are based on the best available information
Secretariat
Work proactively with the scientific and
Antarctic community to understand
concerns, risks and mitigation that may
need to be taken related to COVID-19

Members

COGE

Committees

Working groups

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Goal 3: IAATO guidelines and operational requirements conform to the latest regulations
and best practices as defined by recognized international agencies and organizations
Secretariat
Engage with Antarctic Treaty Parties,
gateway governments and other
stakeholders to understand and
communicate and where applicable
collaborate on the evolving situation

IAATO.ORG

COGE

Members

Committees

Working groups

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin
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Goal 4: IAATO’s monitoring of compliance with policies, procedures and guidelines is trusted, internally and externally
Secretariat
Evolve IAATO’s Observer Program based
upon feedback from 19/20 season and
implement for the future

Members

COGE

Committees

Working groups

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Goal 5: IAATO supports operational competence
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Maintain a comprehensive online
assessment system, updating it as
required

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Develop educational resources for
field staff

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Goal 6: Growth in the diversity of activities in Antarctica is in line with IAATO’s principles
Secretariat
Identify and develop safe and
environmentally responsible guidelines
for emerging activities

IAATO.ORG

COGE

Members

Committees

Working groups

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin
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Mainstay 3
The trust and respect of the wider Antarctic community

Goal 1: IAATO maintains transparent and reputable relationships with key external stakeholders.
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Cultivate external stakeholder
relationships and monitor perspectives
on human activity to ensure awareness of
concerns and to respond as appropriate,
through engagement

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Work closely with organizations active
in conservation and environmental
protection in Antarctica and the subAntarctic wherever shared values and
goals can be the basis of collaboration

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Anticipate emerging concerns and, where
appropriate, take the lead in proposing
solutions

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Goal 2: IAATO is a voice of authority on effective Antarctic visitor
management and is included in all relevant discussions.
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Maintain engagement and collaborate
with the ATCM, Competent Authorities,
National Programs and other external
stakeholders as they continue their own
work in the upcoming year.

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Identify opportunities for the Competent
Authorities to engage with the operators
and secretariat

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin
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Goal 3: IAATO supports Antarctic science and establishes its critical role in the design of regulation of human activity
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Develop and implement IAATO
environmental strategy

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws –
Field Operations – Marine
– Compliance & Dispute -Yacht
– Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Promote Systematic Conservation Plan
as a collaborative tool to achieve effective
peninsula site management

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Collaborate with high-quality scientific
groups on research related to IAATO’s
mission and provide support

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Continue and enhance support for citizen
science and crowd-sourcing of data
collection

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Goal 4: IAATO actively strives to provide an honest and positive representation of
itself in the media and in direct communication with the general public
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Integrate communication strategy with
the twelve-month strategic plan and
implement

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Create a forum with member
communication teams to share IAATO
created collateral and perspectives on
media that may lead to the questioning
of our collective commitment to safe and
environmentally responsible travel to
Antarctica

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Engage with the members and the public
on social media regarding certain events
that support the work of IAATO and
Antarctica (i.e. Discovery 200 & IAATO 30)

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin
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Goal 5: An Antarctic Ambassadors program that creates effective
advocates for conservation and preservation of Antarctica
Secretariat

Members

Committees

Working groups

Develop an Ambassadors program
across all appropriate channels and
develop a credible means to measure its
effectiveness

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Develop Antarctic Ambassadors presence
on the new IAATO website

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws
– Field Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin

Identify tools and resources required
by members to integrate a successful
Antarctic Ambassadors program into their
activities.

COGE

Executive – Finance Membership – Bylaws – Field
Operations – Marine –
Compliance & Dispute -Yacht –
Antarctic Gateways

Climate Change – Managing for
Growth – Deep Field & Air Ops
– Edu & Outreach – Ross Sea
– Associate – Ship Scheduling –
Helicopter – Emperor Penguin
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